


Quick Administrivia
● Another review session on Tuesday during lecture time
● Will cover MT1/MT2 material



Performance 
Programming: SIMD 

(DLP)



SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data)

● Execute same operation on multiple data streams
● Fetch one instruction, and do the work of multiple 

instructions



SIMD in 61C: Intel Intrinsics
● Some Intel processors have special, wider registers to 

do SIMD with; they can be split up multiple ways  



Summer 2014 - Final

continue: skips remaining code in current 
iteration of loop & jumps to next iteration



Original Code

Hint: The instruction _mm_load1_ps(addr) 
loads the value at addr into each of the 4 
entries of the resulting vector.







The given formula omits (x-xk) in the 
numerator and (xk-xk) in the denominator





Tail Case: for the area around i == k



Tail Case: for the area around i == k



Tail Case 2?  
● We don’t need a second tail case, because…

● But if this isn’t the case, be sure you don’t forget it!

for (int i = n/4 * 4; i < n; i++) 
{

if (i == k) {
continue;

}
retval *= c - X[i];
retval /= X[k] - X[i];

}



And Finally…



Performance 
Programming: OpenMP 

(TLP)



Thread Level Parallelism (OMP)
● Software thread: a sequential flow of instructions that 

performs some task
● Each software thread has a PC + processor registers 

and access to the shared memory 
● Each processor provides one (or more) hardware 

threads that actively execute instructions



Thread Level Parallelism (OMP)

● Fork: Master thread creates a team of parallel threads
● Join: When the team threads complete the statements in the parallel 

region construct, they synchronize and terminate, leaving only the master 
thread

● Amdahl’s Law: 1/[(1-F) + F/S]  (F = Fraction parallelizable, S = Amount of 
speedup)



Thread Level Parallelism ( OMP)
● OpenMP is a language extension used for 

multi-threaded, shared-memory parallelism 
● Uses various directives to create multi-threaded code 

segments
● #pragma omp parallel

○ Code inside block will be run on each thread
○ Helper Functions:

■ omp_get_num_threads() = Number of Threads running
■ omp_get_thread_num()   = Current Thread ID

Credit to David for Slide Content



Thread Level Parallelism (OMP)
● Use #pragma omp parallel for to split for loop work over multiple threads

● Watch out for data races!
○ Data race when different threads try to access same memory location, 

and at least one is a write

Data race for sum, end result will be inaccurate



Practice!

What’s wrong with this code?



Practice!

What’s wrong with this code? Duplicated Work!



Spring 2015 - Final
As the number of threads increases, will this program print the correct values 
for Even and Odd?



Spring 2015 - Final
As the number of threads increases, will this program print the correct values 
for Even and Odd? No, there may be a data race on result

In RISC-V, this line would involve a lw, 
addi, and a sw



Spring 2015 - Final
As the number of threads increases, will this program print the correct values 
for Even and Odd? No, there may be a data race on result

Let’s say that we have 2 threads, and 
thread 0 is processing index 0 and 
thread 1 is processing index 2. 

A = {2, 3, 4, 5}

result = {0, 0}



Spring 2015 - Final
As the number of threads increases, will this program print the correct values 
for Even and Odd? No, there may be a data race on result

Let’s say that we have 2 threads, and 
thread 0 is processing index 0 and 
thread 1 is processing index 2. The 
order of execution is below.
A = {2, 3, 4, 5}

result = {0, 0}

Thread 0
1. lw
2. addi
3. sw 

Thread 1
4. lw
5. addi
6. sw 

After: result = {2, 0} → Correct!



Spring 2015 - Final
As the number of threads increases, will this program print the correct values 
for Even and Odd? No, there may be a data race on result

Let’s say that we have 2 threads, and 
thread 0 is processing index 0 and 
thread 1 is processing index 2. The 
order of execution is below.
A = {2, 3, 4, 5}

result = {0, 0}

Thread 0
1. lw
3. addi
4. sw 

Thread 1
2. lw
5. addi
6. sw 

After: result = {1, 0} → Incorrect!



Spring 2015 - Final
How do we fix the data race? One solution: give each thread its own result

#include <stdio.h>
#include “omp.h”
void count_eo (int *A, int size, int threads) {

omp_set_num_threads(threads);
int even, odd;  

#pragma omp parallel
{
int result[2] = {0,0}
int i, j; 

#pragma omp for
for (j = 0; j < size; j++) 

result[ (A[j] % 2 == 0) ? 0 : 1] += 1;
         

#pragma omp critical
even += result[0];
odd += result[1];
}

printf(“Even: %d\n”, result[0]);
printf(“Odd: %d\n”, result[1]);

}

 



Performance 
Programming: Cache 

Coherence



Why do we need cache coherence?

● In multicore architectures, multiple processors all share 
the same RAM



Why do we need cache coherence?
● Where are the caches?



Why do we need cache coherence?
● Each processor has its own private cache
● If other processors are changing memory, cache data 

needs to be kept coherent with memory
● How? 

(1) Cache coherence protocol: system for marking 
what state a block in the cache is in
(2) Snooping: processors broadcast their intentions 
over an interconnection network, so other processors 
know when to invalidate their data



MSI
● Simplest cache coherence protocol
● Three states: 

○ Modified: up-to-date, changed (dirty), OK to write
■ no other cache has a copy
■ copy in memory is out-of-date
■ must respond to read request by other processors by writing back 

to memory and moving to shared
○ Shared: up-to-date data, not allowed to write

■ other caches may have a copy
■ copy in memory is up-to-date

○ Invalid: data in this block is “garbage”



MSI Protocol: Current Processor
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Invalid

Shared
Modified

Read Miss (get 
block from 
memory) 

Write Miss (get block from memory)

(WB/Write Alloc)

Read Hit
Write HitRead Hit

Write Hit



MSI Protocol: Response to Other 
Processors
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Invalid

Shared
Modified

Probe 
Read Hit

Probe 
Write Hit 

Probe Write Miss

(write back to memory)

A probe is 
another 

processor

Probe Read Miss (write 

back to memory)



MESI
● Problem: in MSI, if we want to write to a block in Shared, we need to send an 

invalidation signal out on the interconnection network to every other processor
○ What if we have 100s of other processors, and this is the only cache with the 

data? We sent 100s of unnecessary invalidation signals, and this is expensive
● Solution: add the Exclusive state: up-to-date data, OK to write (after writing, change 

to modified)
○ no other cache has a copy
○ copy in memory up-to-date
○ no write to memory if block replaced
○ supplies data on read instead of going to memory

● Now, if block is in shared, at least 1 other cache must contain it: 
○ Shared: up-to-date data, not allowed to write

■ other caches may definitely have a copy
■ copy in memory is up-to-date



MESI Protocol: Current Processor
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MESI Protocol: Response to Other Processors

ExclusiveInvalid

Shared
Modified

Probe 
Read Hit

Probe Write Hit

(write back to memory)

Probe 
Write Hit

Probe 
Write Hit

Probe 

Read Hit



MOESI
● Problem: if a processor wants to write, it always needs to 
● Solution: Owned state

○ Owner:  up-to-date data, read-only (like shared, you can write if you 
invalidate shared copies first and your state changes to modified)
■ Other caches have a shared copy (Shared state)
■ Data in memory not up-to-date
■ Owner supplies data on probe read instead of going to memory

○ Shared: up-to-date data, not allowed to write
■ other caches definitely have a copy
■ copy in memory is may be up-to-date



Write
 Hit

Exclusive

MOESI Protocol: Current Processor
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Probe Read Hit

Exclusive

MOESI Protocol: Response to Other Processors
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Writing to shared: clarification
● In MOESI, why is there no arrow from Shared corresponding to 

a write hit?
○ If a cache is holding a block in the Shared state, it does not 

have permission to write to it, so a cache holding a block in 
the Shared state *can’t* have a write hit

○ The block must move to Invalid then to Modified, and it 
needs to send an invalidation signal to all other caches 
holding that block

○ But the Owned state is not useless! It is quite helpful when 
probes are only reading



False Sharing
● Ping-ponging caused by two different processors writing 

to different parts of the same block



False Sharing: Practice

Can there be false sharing with block size 8B?



False Sharing: Practice

Can there be false sharing with block size 8B?

Yes! If the pointer to result starts on a 
block boundary, and we have 2+ 
threads, if CPU1 and CPU2 are 
working on this code, there will be 
false sharing if CPU1 writes to result[0] 
at the same time CPU2 is trying to 
write to result[1]



False Sharing: Practice

Can there be false sharing with block size 4B?



False Sharing: Practice

Can there be false sharing with block size 4B?

No! In this case, only one index of the 
array can fit into a block. If both 
processors are trying to write to the 
same index at the same time, this is 
NOT false sharing--it is true sharing. 



Performance 
Programming: 

MapReduce & Spark





MapReduce
● Map: (start_key, start_val) -> (key, val) or list(key,val)

○ Slice data for workers
○ Maps one key,value pair to 0 or more intermediate key value pairs

● Combine: list(key,val) -> (key, list(val))
○ Combines values with the same key
○ These tasks are distributed behind the scenes by the master node

● Reduce: (key, list(val)) -> (key, aggregated val)
○ Takes a key and a list of values that had the key as input
○ Combines the separate values to come to a final solution set



MapReduce
● The goal of MapReduce is to parallelize data processing 

on large datasets
● Sometimes a combination of many maps and reduces 

are necessary



Fall 15 Final



Fall 15 Final
Damon: [Emaan, Sukrit]
Sruthi: [Emaan, Sukrit]
Emaan: [Damon, Sruthi, Sukrit]
Sukrit: [Damon, Emaan, Sruthi]

Damon & Sruthi are 2nd degree friends
Want to emit: (Sruthi, [Damon, Sukrit, Emaan])

Sruthi

DamonEmaan

Sukrit



Fall 15 Final
map(user_id, friend_ids): 

for __________________: 
emit(_____________, ______________)

reduce(key, values): 
second_degree_friends = set()

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
emit(_____________, ______________)



Fall 15 Final
map(user_id, friend_ids): 

for friend_id in friend_ids:
emit(friend_id, friend_ids)

reduce(key, values): 
second_degree_friends = set() 
for friend_ids in values:

for friend_id in friend_ids:
second_degree_friends.add(friend_id)

         second_degree_friends.remove(key)
emit(key, list(second_degree_friends))



Spark
● Another implementation of the MapReduce 

programming model 
● Start by creating a parallelizable collection from data 

using sc.parallelize(data); this creates an RDD 
(“resilient distributed dataset”)
○ Data should be an iterable or collection

● 2 types of operations on RDD: 
○ Transforms: RDD → RDD
○ Actions: RDD → Value



Transforms & Actions
Transforms: (RDD → RDD)
● map(func): return new RDD by passing every element through func; each 

element returns exactly one element 
● flatMap(func): return a new RDD by passing every element through func; each 

element returns 0 or more elements 
● reduceByKey(func): aggregates elements by key, by passing two elements at 

a time through func (func must take in v,v and return v) 
● sortByKey(): sort the RDD by key 

Actions: (RDD → value)
● reduce(func): aggregates elements regardless of key to produce a value



Second Degree Spark
def flatMapFunc(person, friendIDs): 

return ____________________________________________

def reduceFunc(_________________, _________________): 

return ____________________________________________

def mapFunc(_________________, _________________): 

___________________________________________________

return ____________________________________________

# persons = list((person, list(friendIDs))

secondDegree = sc.parallelize(persons)

 .flatMap(lambda (k, v): flatMapFunc(k, v))

 .reduceByKey(lambda (v, v): reduceFunc(v, v))

 .map(lambda (k, v): mapFunc(k, v))

return secondDegree



Second Degree Spark
def flatMapFunc(person, friendIDs): 

return [(friend, set(friendIDs)) for friend in friendIDs]

def reduceFunc( friendIDs_1, friendIDs_2 ): 

return friendIDs_1.union(friendIDs_2)

def mapFunc(person, friendSet ): 

friendSet = friendSet.remove(person)

return (person, friendSet)

## persons = list((person, list(friendIDs))

secondDegree = sc.parallelize(persons)

 .flatMap(lambda (k, v): flatMapFunc(k, v))

 .reduceByKey(lambda (v, v): reduceFunc(v, v))

 .map(lambda (k, v): mapFunc(k, v))

return secondDegree



Break Time!!!

Take a 5 minute break to relax, wiggle around a 
bit before we get back into the nitty gritty of 
things.



Virtual Memory



code

static

heap

stack
~FFFFFFFF

hex

~ 0
hex

Virtual Memory

Physical 
Memory



●
●

●



●

●

●

PAGE TABLE ENTRY (PTE)

●
●

●



Linear Page Tables

● Stores all PTEs in 
one big array

● Needs 1 entry for 
every virtual page

PAGE TABLE ENTRY (PTE)



Hierarchical PTs
● Most PTEs are invalid 

(processes rarely use all of 
virtual memory)

● What is a good, searchable 
data structure for sparse 
values?
○ Tree!

● Hierarchical PT: B-Tree
○ Each node has N 

children
○ Leaf entries are PTEs

...

... ... ...

...PTEPTE PTE

PT Base Pointer















TLB
●
●
●







Valid=0, or protection violation

PTW updates the TLB after a 
miss

OS handles the page-fault
(called a “trap”)



Reasons for a Miss:
● Page never existed

○ OS just gives a new physical frame
● Page is on disk (it’s been paged out)

○ OS must read page from disk into a new 
physical frame

● Protection Violation
○ OS fixes problem, or kills program
○ E.G. SegFault!





●

●

●
○



Virtual Memory (Fall 2006 F2)
The specs for a 32-bit RISC-V (RV32) machine’s memory 
system that has one level of cache and virtual memory are:
● 1MiB of Physical Address Space
● 4GiB of Virtual Address Space
● 4KiB page size
● 16KiB 8-way set-associative write-through cache, LRU 

replacement
● 1KiB Cache Block Size
● 2-entry TLB, LRU replacement



Question

● How many bits for Tag, index, and offset in 
the data cache?

● How many bits for VPN and page offset?



● Block offset: log(1 KiB) = 10 bits
● Index: 16 KiB/(8 way x 1 KiB) = 2 rows, Index = 1 bit
● Tag: log(1 MiB)-0-1 = 20-10-1 = 9 bits

● Page Offset: log(4 KiB) = 12 bits
● VPN: log(4 GiB) - Page Offset = 20 bits

Answer



Now pretend this code gets run
#define NUM_INTS 8192 // 2^13

int *A = (int *) malloc(NUM_INTS * sizeof(int));

int i, total = 0;

for(i = 0; i < NUM_INTS; i += 128) A[i] = i;

for(i = 0; i < NUM_INTS; i += 128) total += A[i]; //Special

Calculate the Hit Rate for the cache and TLB only for the line //special

Calculate the Hit Rate for the cache and TLB for both loops



Cache hit Rate?
● Block size of 1 KiB

● Each block is valid for 2 iterations because 128*4 = 512, 
so we jump 512 bytes every iteration

● Every other iteration is a miss

● Array Size is 213 x 22 = 215 bytes, which is double the 
size of the cache, so no useful residue from first loop

● Hit Rate: 50%



TLB Hit Rate?

● Page size of 4 KiB
● TLB holds 8 KiB of addresses, which is 

much smaller than the array size
● Each page loaded in is valid for 8 iterations 

because 4 KiB/(128*4 B) = 8
● TLB miss once every 8 iterations
● Hit rate: 7/8



Page Table Hit Rate?

First Loop only?

Second Loop?



Page Table Hit Rate?

First Loop only?
Depends on the initial state… 

Second Loop?
100%
By the time the first loop finishes, all the 
pages needed for the second loop are 
already loaded into the page table!



WSC, I/O, RAID, ECC



Warehouse Scale Computers

PUE = 
Total Power
 IT Power



Dependability Measures

• Mean Time To Failure (MTTF)

• Mean Time To Repair (MTTR)

• Mean time between failures (MTBF): MTTF + MTTR

• Availability = MTTF / (MTTF + MTTR) x 100%
• Usually only concerned with “number of 9’s”
• 90% = 1 nine, 99% = 2 nines, 99.9% = 3 nines, etc.

• Annualized Failure Rate: Avg. # of failures per year



Dependability and Parallelism



I/O Strategies
• Memory Mapped I/O

– Certain ranges of memory don’t actually address main 
memory, instead they point to I/O devices

• Polling
– Keep checking if data is available, if so do read
– bad if time spent polling bogs down CPU performance

• Interrupts
– Register a function to be called when data is available
– high overhead



Questions
• List 1 “pro” and 1 “con” for:

• Polling
• Pro:
• Con:

• Interrupts
• Pro:
• Con:



Questions
• List 1 “pro” and 1 “con” for:

• Polling
• Pro: Low latency
• Con: Can’t do other work while polling

• Interrupts
• Pro: Doesn’t require constant CPU work
• Con: Takes longer to handle event

• Also, adds overhead to each event



Operation of a DMA Transfer
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[From Section 5.1.4 Direct Memory Access in 
Modern Operating Systems by Andrew S. 
Tanenbaum, Herbert Bos, 2014]



DMA: Incoming Data

1. Receive interrupt from device

2. CPU takes interrupt, begins transfer
– Instructs DMA engine/device to place data @ certain address

3. Device/DMA engine handle the transfer
– CPU is free to execute other things

4. Upon completion, Device/DMA engine interrupt the 
CPU again
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DMA: Outgoing Data
1. CPU decides to initiate transfer, confirms that external 

device is ready

2. CPU begins transfer
– Instructs DMA engine/device that data is available @ certain 

address

3. Device/DMA engine handle the transfer
– CPU is free to execute other things

4. Device/DMA engine interrupt the CPU again to signal 
completion
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True/False
Fall 2015 Final

RAID 4 is fast for concurrent writes

RAID 5 is fast for concurrent writes

RAID 4 is fast for concurrent reads

RAID 0 is the most expensive RAID



True/False
Fall 2015 Final

RAID 4 is fast for concurrent writes False

RAID 5 is fast for concurrent writes True

RAID 4 is fast for concurrent reads True

RAID 0 is the most expensive RAID False



Error Detection and Correction

• Parity: Even/Odd numbers of 1’s in the number
• 1 Parity Bit = 1-bit Error Detection
• Hamming ECC: Error Detection AND Correction



ECC Question (sp16 Final)



ECC Question (sp16 Final)



Questions?

• MT1?

• MT2?

• Other things?



Good Luck!!


